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White stripes songs

OomphOnline.com this design selective dog, which sat beautifully in a gorgeous glass bowl on top of the bright orange console table in their showroom. We also love black-and-white striped walls, geometric lacquered mirrors and white porcelain vases. This content is created and protected by a third party and transferred
to this page to help users provide their email address. Piano.io Zebras are famous for their contrasting black and white stripes that may be able to find out more about this and similar content-but until very recently no one really knew why they sported their unusual striped pattern. It's a question discussed by major
Victorian biologists such as Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace until 150 years ago. These ideas are divided into four main categories: Zebras are striped to avoid being caught by predators, zebras are striped for social reasons, zebras are striped to keep cool, or they have stripes to prevent attack by biting flies.
Only the last one resists scrutiny. And our latest research helps fill in more information about why. What is the advantage of zebra stripes? Can stripes help zebras avoid being the food of a predator? There are many problems with this idea. Field experiments show that zebras pay attention to the human eye even when
lighting is poor among trees or in the pasture. And as they escape danger, zebras probably don't work in a way that maximizes the confusion caused by striping, making hypothetical ideas about dazzling predators untenable. Even worse for this idea, the vision of lions and spotted hyenas is much weaker than ours;
These predators can only untie lines when zebras are very close, from a distance where they can smell or smell prey. That's why lines don't do much good in anti-predator defense. Most harmful, zebras are a game item of choice for lions- in the study after working across Africa, lions kill them more than expected in
numerical abundance. So striped can not be a very effective anti-predator defense against this important carnivore. So much for the fleeing predators hypothesis. What about the idea that stripes help zebras relate to members of their own species? Each zebra has its own striptease pattern. Can it be useful in individual
recognition? This possibility seems highly unlikely given that properly colored native horses can recognize other individuals of vision and sound. Striped members of the horse family do not groom each other - more than some kind of social bond-striped equid species. And individual zebras with very unusual stripes are
not excluded by group members and successfully ürer. How about some kind of defense against the hot African sun? Given that black lines can be expected to be absorbed in the circulation and white stripes Establish convection currents along the back of an idea-striped animal, therefore recommended cooling. Again,
this seems impossible: careful experiments, which were cast in large water barrel stripes or uniform-colored pelts, or painted with or without stripes, showed no difference in in-water temperatures. In addition, the thermographic measurements of zebras, impalas, buffaloes and giraffes in the wild show that zebras are no
cooler than other species they live with. The final idea for striptease is to stop the first alness from biting insects from obtaining irrational sounds-eat a striped blood-but there are a lot of support. Early experiments in the 1980s reported that tsetse flies and horseflies avoided landing on striped surfaces and were more
recently confirmed. But the most believable is data from the geographic range of seven species of live equidt. Some of these species are striped (zebras), some are not (Asiaeşek) and some are partially striped (African wild donkey). Between species and subseging, striping density closely parallels biting fly distress in
Africa and Asia. That is, the trouble from horseflies to areas that have grown year-long is likely to be these most pronounced striping patterns of domestic wild equids. The reason equids are peeled in Africa is that biting flies in Africa carry diseases that can be fatal to horses such as trippanosomiazis, African horse
disease and horse flu. And zebras are particularly sensitive to deseeding by biting fly mouth pieces due to their short cropped coats. It would be a powerful advantage to have a fur pattern that helps it escape flies and the deadly diseases they carry, that is, the strips will be passed on to future generations. Testing the
idea that lines and flies do not mix But how do lines apply their effects on biting flies? We set out to examine this in Somerset, England, a uniform that collects horseflies in the summer. We were lucky enough to work with terri hill, the slave's owner. We can get too close to their horses and domestic flats and watch flies
fly or fly past equids. You can also video the behavior of flies around animals and put different colorful folds on horses. It is important to remember that flies have a much worse vision than people. We found that zebras and horses took a similar number of approaches that were pulled by the smell of horseflies, possibly-
but zebras experienced much less landing. Hover, spiral and turn flies around the horses, before repeatedly touching down. In contrast, flies around zebras either flew past them right or made a single quick landing and flew again. Frame-by-frame analysis of our videos showed flies slowing down as they approached
brown or black horses before making a controlled landing. But as they approached the zebras, they failed to slow down. Instead they fly straight past or literally crash into the animal and jump The fold in flat-colored horses reduced the number of fly raids in closed areas of the body. When we placed black coats, white
coats or striped coats on the same horse to check for differences in animal behavior and smell, again the flies did not land on the stripes. But there was no difference in the rates of landing on the horse's bare head, showing that it closely applied the effects of striped stripes, but did not hinder their approach to flies from a
distance. And it showed us that striped horse coats, which are currently sold by two companies, will actually work. Now we know that the stripes affect the horse cubs very closely, not from a distance, but inches from the host what is happening? One idea is to establish an optical illusion that disrupts the pattern in which
the lines move in fly experiences as they approach the zebra, preventing proper landing. Another idea is that flies are zebra as a solid presence but do not see a number of thin black objects. They only realize that when they get too close, they will hit a solid body. We're looking into those possibilities right now. So our
basic research on fly behavior not only tells us why zebras are so beautifully striped, but it also has real implications for the horsewear industry, which has the potential to make horseback riding and horse care less painful for both horse and rider. This article was republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article. Skip the navigation! Each item on this page was hand-selected by a House Beautiful editor. We may receive commissions on some products you choose to buy. They're always stylish. May 1, 2011 From towels to paintings, we have rounded up the stylish features home décor,
always-in-style design pattern. 19 Lantern Dreamy is a word for a fleet hanging from trees in this garden. Venezia Paper Lanterns, in 16 1/2 DIA, $7, and 24 DIA, $13. zgallerie.com. 2 9 Towels Generously scaled, they can be printed on service as the beach wraps and throws - or as a tablecloth. 100 percent cotton Fouta
Towel Collection, 38 × 78, $66. scentsandfeel.com. 3 9 Wallpaper This palette has more than one strip, and mixing makes things really interesting. Shown, from the top: LW1341299, LW1341293, LE1341313, $35 per roll. I met Allen + Roth lowes.com. 4 9 Book Hot in the 80s, with Sue Timney back in her art and interior
with this inspiring look. Production Marks: Sue Timney and Design Timney-Fowler, $47. pointedleafpress.com. 5 of 9 Table Modern, tribal, or a clear small side table where you can go very traditional. Janson, 14 DIA x 18 H, $1550. mecoxgardens.com and Mal did it. 6 9 Napkin Ring a small accessory with real fist. $30
for four. Diane Von Furstenberg House: Saks Fifth Avenue. 7 9 Pavilion Instant glamour pool, even in the backyard. Portofino Pavilion, 10' x 10' x 10', $699. zgallerie.com. 8 9 Mug Kate Spade kicky from new Saturday line, caffeine design, This month. Saturday Morning Mug, $10 each. saturday.com. 9 Rug Say with a
welcome development. Shag Off / On. Vinyl, 18 x 28, Bold Stripe Black/White, $45. chilewich.com. Ad - Read Below This content is created and protected by a third party and transferred to this page to help users provide their email address. Learn more about this and similar piano.io piano.io
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